Off Koh Lipe in the Andaman Sea - May 14, 2015.
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Shamlapur, Bangladesh - July 4, 2015. PHOTO: SHAZIA RAHMAN / GETTY IMAGES

CURRENT CONFLICTS

For years Burma’s Muslim minority,
the Rohingya have been fleeing Burma
to escape death and persecution. If Burma’s
newly elected government fails to bring
about change, the Rohingya will continue
to sail the seas in the hope of reaching a
safe haven.OLGA YOLDI writes.
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ast year international media attention
focused on the refugee crisis unfolding on
the Mediterranean Sea, where many Syrian
and African refugees have lost their lives in
a bid to reach Europe.
But at the same time, another humanitarian crisis
was taking place not far from Australia, in Southeast
Asia, where an estimated 25,000 people from the
persecuted Rohingya minority took to sea in
overcrowded, rickety vessels bound for Malaysia, via
the dangerous waters of the Strait of Malacca and the
Andaman Sea. With them were migrants from
Bangladesh escaping poverty and deprivation.
Unfortunately their journeys ended up in tragedy
and many never reached their destination. Some were
kidnapped by their own smugglers and held for ransom
in illegal jungle camps in Thailand – those who
could pay continued their journey and those who could
not were either beaten to death and abandoned,
or sold as slaves.

Around the same time, Thai authorities exhumed
more than 30 bodies from a mass grave in an abandoned
jungle camp. They were some of the victims of
the smuggling rings. Later authorities informed of the
discovery of another 139 bodies in another remote
camp. “Barbed-wire pens, watchtowers, cages and
dozens of graves marked the site where smugglers held
their human cargo for ransom,” wrote Kathleen Newland
in a Migration Policy Institute’s brief.
The Thai government then cracked down on the
smuggling and arrested corrupt officials and other
suspects. Fearing arrest, many smugglers still at sea
decided to abandon the vessels, which drifted in some
cases for months and their passengers became desperate,
as water, food and fuel run out. Many died along the
way from drowning, dehydration, hunger, or violent
confrontations aboard the boats.
While the government of Thailand moved forcefully
against smugglers, it showed little compassion for the
refugees. At one point as many as 8,000 lives were
in danger. Some were rescued by fishermen.
But when 1,500 refugees arrived in Indonesia and
Malaysia, they were denied permission to land.
Navy ships intercepted some of the boats. Passengers
were given food and water, the boats were repaired,
and then turned back to sea. “We have to send the
right message that they are not welcome here,”
Malaysia’s deputy home secretary said.
None of the countries, including Australia,
wanted them. Shocking images of desperate refugees
adrift emerged in the international media.
Human Rights Watch defined the situation as “a deadly
game of human ping pong.” The plea of the UN
Secretary General Ban Ki-moon that the countries of
Southeast Asia keep their borders and ports open fell
on deaf ears.
Faced with domestic and political pressures and
growing populations, Malaysia and Thailand were
overwhelmed by the sudden arrival of refugees and
reluctant to share the burden. Malaysia claimed they
had already accepted over 120,000 Rohingyas in the
past and would not commit to more.
The crisis evolved into a regional dilemma and a
diplomatic nightmare. But the international outcry
prompted governments to action.
The UN High Commissioner for Refugees, the UN
High Commissioner for Human Rights and the
International Organisation for Migration issued a joint
statement calling for the leaders of Indonesia, Malaysia

and Thailand “to facilitate safe disembarkation,
and save lives, protecting rights and respecting dignity.”
The statement urged countries to implement a number
of actions to ensure the safe disembarkation of people
rescued at sea and to expand channels for safe and
orderly migration. In a meeting of foreign ministers of
Thailand, Malaysia and Indonesia, they did agree to
take in the refugees stranded at sea on a temporary
basis only, pending resettlement or repatriation.
Some refugees were rescued and have been allowed
to remain temporarily in Indonesia and Malaysia.
Although they are stateless and have a reasonable chance
at asylum, they now trapped in a legal limbo, as they
wait for a decision on their case for resettlement in
another country. They have now become part of a
worldwide refugee community growing by the day.
The UNHCR estimates 6,200,000 refugees worldwide
have been in a “long-lasting intractable state of limbo
in a developing country for five years or more.”
There is no doubt that the wait will be long,
the future uncertain.
he plight of the Rohingya was thrust into
the spotlight with the boat crisis. A Muslim
minority in a country that is 90 percent
Buddhist, most of the 1.3 million Rohingya
live in Rakhine State (formerly known as Arakan),
in Burma near the Bangladesh border.
The UN says they are the world’s largest stateless
group, the most persecuted minority and the world’s
least wanted. Rohingya have experienced cyclical
violence by the majority Rhakine Buddhists and the
Burmese state since the end of the British colonial rule
and the establishment of the modern state of Burma,
even though they were recognised as an ethnic group
during the democratic period (1948-62).
According to Newland, communal tensions between
Muslims and Buddhists intensified during the colonial
period and World War II, when Muslims in Rakhine
(known today as Rohingya) were armed by the British
to fight the Japanese and they used their weapons to
fight the war and other ethnic groups in the state.
Newland writes that these volunteers were branded as
traitors by many who fought for Burma’s liberation
from the British.
“A perception was compounded when Muslim
leaders petitioned to join parts of Rakhine State with
East Pakistan in 1947, and later to join the newly created
state of Bangladesh. In both cases they were rebuffed,
but Muslims remained pariahs within Burma.”
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Sittwe, Burma - May 25, 2015. PHOTO: JONAS GRATZER / GETTY IMAGES
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Sittwe, Burma - May 25, 2015. PHOTO: JONAS GRATZER / GETTY IMAGES
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Human trafficking is the fastest growing form of
credibility of the government at a time when it most
needed international investment and support, but the
international crime and the second largest source of
West has not put nearly enough pressure on Burma to
income for organised crime, surpassing even the drug
change course.
trade. Traffickers tend to prey on people who are poor,
“The increasing permanent segregation of the
isolated, weak and marginalised and those hoping for
Rohingya is wholly inconsistent with the dominant
a better life. It appears that Rohingya are not only
narrative that democracy is sweeping the nation,”
vulnerable at home but also at sea.
Matthew Smith, executive director of Fortify Rights,
ackling human smuggling will certainly
a Bangkok-based, human-rights group, told Time
require more than just destroying the boats
magazine. “The Rohingya are facing something greater
and persecuting smugglers. “Smuggling does
than persecution – they are facing existential threats.”
not cause migration, it responds to an
These threats will only increase if the policy of hate
underlying demand,” writes Alexander Betts from
is not redressed by the newly elected government.
the University of Oxford. “Criminalising smugglers
Rohingya will continue to flee Burma in droves, using
serves as a convenient scapegoat. But it cannot solve
the vast human smuggling network which is already
the problem.” According to Betts, it will simply
thriving from their desperation. Since 2012, millions
displace the problem, increase
of dollars have gone into the pockets
prices, introduce ever less scrupulous
of smugglers and their accomplices,
market entrants and make the
including corrupt government
journey even more perilous.
officials from Burma and Thailand.
Only an integrated regional
Human
“People smugglers are part of
framework that promotes asylum
smuggling can
an enormous enterprise in which
options and protection of refugees
many have vested interests,
easily turn into
will decrease the number of boats
including the boat operator, his
arriving on foreign shores.
human trafficking
family, the passenger, their families
This proved to be a success with the
with disastrous
and many intermediaries,” writes
Vietnamese boat people.
Erika Feller of the Australian
With the end of the Vietnam
consequences.
Institute of International Affairs.
war in 1975, a massive exodus
According to her, no management
of Vietnamese, Laotian and
strategy built predominantly on
Cambodian people arrived in large
destroying a business model with
numbers by boat on the coasts of
so many drivers and deeply rooted tentacles will suffice.
South East Asian countries. Within the next three
Human smuggling can easily turn into human
years 200,000 people had been resettled and 350,000
trafficking with disastrous consequences. Asylum
remained scattered in refugee camps from Hong Kong
seekers and irregular migrants are considered to be the
to Thailand, but the number of people arriving kept
most vulnerable category to fall victims of human
increasing and the situation became unsustainable.
trafficking. According to Fortify Rights, thousands of
By 1979, member countries of the Association of
women and girls have been forced into marriage, or
Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) announced they
arranged marriages by traffickers.
were not in a position to take in anymore refugees and
There have also been cases of refugees being sold
many boats were turned back to sea. The UN Secretary
as slaves to Thai fishing vessels. Survivors described
General convened an international conference in July
being sold to crew boats that service Thailand’s
1979. The 65 countries attending reached an agreement
prawn industry, according to an investigation by
which established consensus to accord prima facie
The Guardian newspaper. According to The Guardian,
recognition to all Indochinese refugees and negotiations
so profitable is the trade that some fishermen in
stopped countries in the region from blocking the boats.
Thailand have been converting their boats to carry
ASEAN countries agreed to provide temporary asylum
Rohingya refugees instead of fish. According to the
pending resettlement in other countries beyond the
New York Times many men remain unaccounted for.
region. Some 623,800 refugees were resettled in 20
It is not known whether they died at sea, were
countries between 1979 and 1989, according to the
trafficked or sold to other traffickers.
Migration Policy Institute.
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Lhoksukon, Aceh, Indonesia - May 13. PHOTO: ULET IFANSASTI / GETTY IMAGES
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oday Rohingya are denied citizenship.
The government insists they are not
Burmese but illegal migrants from
Bangladesh, even though they have lived
in Burma for generations and it is the only country
they know as home.
Institutional discrimination means they cannot hold
property, vote in the last elections, hold public service
jobs or form political parties. They are systematically
subjected to extortion, mass expulsions, forced labour,
torture, rape and summary executions. Evicted from
their homes and kicked off their land, they are denied
basic freedom of movement, and population control
laws limit birth rates and their ability to marry.
In 2012 communal violence claimed at least 200
lives and thousands were driven from their homes.
According to press reports, dozens of Rohingya villages
were burnt to the ground. Local Buddhists razed
Muslim homes and mosques while state security forces
opened fire, killing and injuring people.
As many as 140,000 remain internally displaced
and are now languishing in squalid camps in Sittwe,
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near the coast, living in abject poverty without access
to health, education, and employment, or freedom
of movement. “They are slowly succumbing to starvation,
despair and disease,” wrote Jason Motlagh in Time
magazine, “a deepening humanitarian crisis is claiming
more lives by the day. Malnutrition and waterborne
illnesses in the camps, aggravated by the eviction of aid
groups and the onset of monsoon rains, have led to a
set of deaths that are easily preventable.”
Aid organisations such as Medecins sans Frontiers
were asked by the government to leave the camps. Then
the premises and warehouses of the UN and international
NGOs were attacked and ransacked, which made it
almost impossible to provide health and other basic
services in the camps.
The Burmese government will not let camp dwellers
or those living outside the camps leave Burma. With
no rights or the means to provide a livelihood, Rohingya
have only two options: stay and die, or leave by boat.
Oppression of the Rohingya challenged the military
junta’s own efforts to democratise the state, following
decades of tyranny and isolation. It damaged the
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Thet Kal Pyin Refugee Camp, Myanmar - January 24, 2015.
PHOTO: DAVID MAURICE SMITH / OCULI
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owever, by the end of 1988 the number of
Like the CPA, a similar regional cooperation
people fleeing Vietnam was greatly
agreement is needed to address the Rohingya refugee
increasing and the willingness to accept
crisis, to reduce the mass outflow from Burma and
asylum seekers started to decline.
resettle those waiting in refugee camps in Malaysia,
The situation had become unmanageable. So in 1989,
Thailand, Indonesia and Bangladesh. But any
under UNHCR leadership, a multilateral agreement,
commitment should involve the Burmese government.
the Comprehensive Plan of Action (CPA) was reached
Ultimately it is this government’s responsibility to
by 65 countries to address what had become a protracted
address the systematic persecution of Rohingya at home.
refugee crisis.
It would also require the commitment of the
The CPA, which was in effect until 1997,
international community. While it has welcomed the
addressed all aspects of the problems related to the
government’s new willingness for engagement
Vietnamese boat people including the causes of their
and reforms, there is still a need to pressure the
flight. This also required the
Burmese government to build a
participation of Vietnam which
real and inclusive democracy.
agreed to stop clandestine departures.
The National League for
An anti-piracy program reduced the
Democracy that won an absolute
attacks on refugees in transit, and
majority of seats refused to become
“Criminalising
commercial ships were guaranteed
involved while in opposition. The
smugglers serves
that they could rapidly disembark
new leader, Nobel Peace laureate
as a convenient
people rescued at sea in safe ports.
and human-rights hero, Aung San
Under the CPA, all asylum seekers
Suu Kyi has been conspicuously quiet
scapegoat. But
were no longer guaranteed automatic
and indifferent to the Rohingya’s
it cannot solve
refugee status, but were screened.
plight. Her government will face great
the problem.”
Those found to be refugees were
challenges particularly addressing
resettled in other countries and those
the grievances of not only Rohingya
ALEXANDER BETTS
found to be non-refugees were
but many other ethnic groups that
returned to Vietnam that agreed not
have been marginalised from
to punish them, and allowed the
Burmese political and economic life
monitoring of returnees.
for decades.
UNHCR provided reintegration grants for the
As democracy wins over and Burma opens up,
returned, and development assistance. It monitored
Rohingya appear to be increasingly isolated and
procedures and trained government officials screening
forgotten by the world. There are no more news
the asylum seekers. From 1991, the rate of voluntary
stories about them. No more television cameras.
returns increased rapidly (109,000 returned) and the
The international media is now focused on the Syrian
number of new arrivals began to decline. The last refugee
refugee crisis in Europe, the biggest since World
camps were finally closed in May 2000.
War II, and the threat of terrorism in the aftermath
The CPA is regarded as the most significant
of the attacks in Paris.
example of successful UNHCR-led cooperation
The Rohingya exodus has now subsided. According
in recent history. Sergio Vieira de Mello, UN bureau
to press reports, the reason was the weather. The arrival
chief for Asia and Oceania and Arthur Helton from
of the monsoon season had made the seas choppy
the Council of Foreign Relations played significant
and dangerous. Fortify Rights director Matthew Smith
roles. In Mello’s words the CPA was “a model for
who was in Rakhine State told Time magazine people
multilateral cooperation, built on the principles
are planning to take to the seas again.
of international solidarity, burden-sharing and
Perhaps they are waiting for calmer seas, or for
proper acceptance of responsibilities. Its purpose
the smugglers to return. Many Rohingya will be
was to end the ongoing tragedy of the high seas
gathering the little they have, selling their own food
and preserve asylum while reducing incentives for
rations, clothes, and scrap metal to raise the funds.
further mass outflow.”
The smugglers will not be too far away from the coast,
waiting for business opportunities, simply because
there is demand.
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